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Abstract

Human observers are capable of recognizing a face
seen only once before when confronted with it subse�
quently under di�erent viewing conditions� We con�
structed a working computational model of such gen�
eralization from a single view� and tested it on a homo�
geneous database of face images obtained under tightly
controlled viewing conditions� The model e�ectively
constructs a view space for novel faces by interpolat�
ing view spaces of familiar ones ���� Its performance
� ��� error rate in one out of 	
 recognition� and
�� in one out of three discrimination � is encourag�
ing� given that it re�ects generalization from a single
view�expression to a range of ���� rotation in depth
and to two additional expressions� For comparison�
human subjects in the one out of three task involving
only viewpoint changes exhibit a �� error rate �		��

� Introduction

In the past decade� developments in the theory
of object recognition have elucidated the process
whereby recognition can be generalized to novel views
of objects� provided that these are contained in the
linear span of the familiar views ��	
� Although the
linear combination technique works only for the case
of representation by coordinates of �ducial features
and under orthographic projection� in the more gen
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eral case of arbitrary features and an unconstrained
imaging process generalization is still feasible� if the
novel views interpolate the familiar ones ���
� In the
present paper� we show that recognition can be gener
alized from a single given view� if the notion of inter
polation is applied to entire view spaces� rather than to
individual views� of faces� The theoretical exposition
below follows the ideas described in ��
� which are� in
turn� related to the notions of classbased processing
���
 and recognition by prototypes ��� ��� �
�

Consider the multidimensional space of measure
ments �re�ected� e�g�� in the pixel values of an im
age� performed by a visual system upon the world� A
scene such as a view of an object corresponds to a sin
gle point in the measurement space� and a smoothly
changing scene such as a sequence of views of an ob
ject rotating in front of the observer � to a smooth
manifold that we call the viewspace of the object� The
dimensionality of the viewspace depends on the num
ber of degrees of freedom of the object� a rigid ob
ject rotating around a �xed axis gives rise to a one
dimensional viewspace �see the curve labeled V� in
Figure ���

By continuity� the viewspaces of two nearly identi
cal shapes will be very close to each other� a smooth
deformation of the object will result in a concomi
tant smooth evolution of its viewspace �if the mea
surement functions are themselves smooth�� This ob
servation can be turned into a computational basis for
the treatment of novel objects ��
� Suppose that a
system has internalized the viewspaces of a number
of object classes� it can then process a novel view of
a novel object intelligently� to the extent that it re
sembles the familiar objects �see Figure ��� For this
to work� the concept of similarity must be given a
concrete interpretation in terms of the measurement
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Figure �� Interpolation of prototypical viewspaces �after ��
�� The change in the view �appearance� of a person
unfamiliar to the system �that is� previously seen from only one viewpoint� can be estimated by interpolating
corresponding changes in the appearance of reference �prototype� faces �seen before from many viewpoints��

space� A computational mechanism suitable for this
purpose is interpolation�

� Viewspace interpolation mechanism

The interpolation of viewspaces involves irregularly
spaced data� Among the many interpolation methods
that can treat such data ��
� we chose inversedistance
weighting ���� �
 � a simple algorithm in which the
contribution of a known data point to the interpolated
value at the test point is inversely proportional to the
distance between the two� Note that our data �points�
are actually entire manifolds � the viewspaces of the
reference faces� Accordingly� the success of the in
terpolation approach here depends on the availability
of a mechanism for dealing with viewspaces of indi
vidual familiar faces� Because such a mechanism has
been discussed extensively elsewhere ���� 	
� we treat
it here as a �black box� module �cf� Figure �� that
can be trained to output a constant for di�erent views
of some target object and lower values for views of

other objects� Because the output of such a module
for a given image covaries monotonically with its dis
similarity �i�e�� distance� from the viewspace of the
object on which the module had been trained �	
� it is
precisely the quantity suitable for the inversedistance
weighted interpolation�

Consider a system composed of k modules� each
trained to output � for a number of representative
views of some reference object� As observed above�
the output of the i�th module for a given test view v

t

n

of a novel object� xi�v
t
n�� can serve as an indicator of

the relevance of the i�th prototypical viewspace Vi to
estimating the structure of the viewspace of the novel
object Vn� Consequently� the weight of Vi in deter
mining the shape of Vn should be set to xi�v

t

n
��

We now apply this principle to the computation
of a quantity Y that is intended to remain constant
over changes in the test view v

t
n of a novel object�

First� we compute the vector of responses of the k

modules to a test view t�� denote it by w � x�vt�
n
��
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Figure �� A mechanism for estimating the viewspace of a novel face by interpolating the viewspaces of several
familiar ones� Inversedistance weighting ���
 is used to combine the outputs of a few �black boxes� � classi�ers
tuned to the reference faces �	
� This scheme can estimate the viewspace of a novel object by interpolation of the
familiar ones�

Now� the estimate of Y for another test view t� is
Y �vt�

n
� � w

T
x �vt�

n
�� where T denotes the transpose�

Note that the weights are precomputed for a certain
input� then used for other inputs �i�e�� in other parts
of the input space�� Clearly� Y �vt�

n
� will remain ap

proximately constant� as long as the test view v
t�
n is

not too far from the view vt�
n

used to estimate the
weights w� and as long as the novel object is not too
di�erent from at least some of the reference ones�

� Computational experiments

The experiments we describe next were intended
to validate this approach on images of faces that dif
fered along two dimensions� orientation �rotation of
the head around the vertical axis� and expression� A
subset of the images from the ��person Weizmann
FaceBase ���
 was used in the experiments �Figure ��
left�� The images were cropped and subsampled to a
size of ���� ���� then convolved with a bank of Ga

bor �lters �the arrangement termed A� in ��
�� The
�lters were at four scales and three orientations� and
formed a sparse� nonoverlapping grid to provide ���
coe�cients per image �Figure �� right�� Fifteen images
�corresponding to all the combinations of �ve orienta
tions and three expressions� of each of �� faces were
used to train the �� referenceface modules� the re
maining �� faces ���� images altogether� were used to
test the generalization ability of the system�

For each of the �� test faces� the image correspond
ing to VP�� �full face orientation� and EX�� �neu
tral expression� was used as the single view from which
generalization was to be carried out� The vectors of ��
module responses to that single view of each of the ��
test faces were precomputed and used as the sets of
weights in the generalization test stage� During test
ing� the system computed the weighted sum of the ��
module responses using each of the �� sets of weights
in turn� The set that yielded the highest sum �out of



Figure �� Left the dimensions of variation in the face data used in the present study� For each of the �� persons
included in the database �a subset of the Weizmann FaceBase ���
�� we used �� face images �� viewing positions in
increments of ��� � � expressions�� Right the grid of �lters that served for the preprocessing� see ��
 for details�

the �� possibilities� determined the identity of the test
view�

The performance of this method is illustrated in
Figure �� which shows the generalization error as a �D
surface �plotted vs� VP� or viewing position� and EX�
or expression�� as well as the marginal means �over VP
and over EX�� The mean error rate over all �� views
was about ��� �details in Table � and Figure ���

� � �
� �����	 ������ �����	
� ���		� ������ ������
� ������ �����	 �����	
� ������ ������ ������
� �����	 ������ ������

Table �� Error rate vs� VP and EX �these data are
also plotted in Figure ��� The mean error rate over
the �ve viewing positions and the three expressions
was �������

To assess the signi�cance of this result� we con
ducted two additional experiments� First� we trained
�� radial basis function networks ���
 on the same sin
gle given view�expression �VP��� EX��� of each of
the test faces used before �because there was just one
example� the networks had one center or basis func
tion each�� The identity of each test image was then
decided by an ��way winner take all procedure� re
sulting in a mean error rate of ���� Compared to the

performance of state of the art face recognition sys
tems� this is a high error rate� which would have been
even higher if more faces were used for testing� It must
be noted� however� that signi�cantly lower error rates
have been achieved so far only by systems that rely
on additional information �multiple views of faces� or
a �D model of an average face�� and use complicated
computational procedures �correspondence based on
optic �ow� or elastic matching�� Furthermore� hu
man subjects �unlike those systems� perform relatively
poorly on generalization from a single view� if the task
involves discrimination among more than a few faces
���
�

To clarify this latter point� we compared the per
formance of the present system with that of human
subjects� as reported in ���
� In that study� subjects
carried out a �way discrimination of faces drawn from
the same database we used here� achieving about ��
error rate for generalization over viewing position� To
facilitate the direct comparison of the error rate of the
system to that of the human subjects� we rerun the
experiment using �way �instead of ��way� discrimi
nation� The mean error rate exhibited by the system
�over the ��	 triplets� or all possible combinations of
three out of �� faces� was about �� �Figure 	��

� Discussion and summary

We described a computationally viable method for
the generalization of face recognition over di�erences
in pose and facial expression� from a single given view
of novel faces� According to this method� prior ex
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Figure �� Left a surface plot of the error rate vs� VP and EX �the numbers are listed in Table ��� Middle
error rate vs� VP� averaged over the three di�erent values of EX� Right error rate vs� EX� averaged over the
�ve di�erent values of VP� The mean error rate over the �ve viewing positions �spanning a range of ���� in
orientation�� and the three expressions was ������� The error bars correspond to �� standard error of the mean
computed over the �� test faces�

perience with similar objects �i�e�� other faces seen
in a variety of conditions� serves to guide the system
in its treatment of the stimulus� Since the introduc
tion of this concept of socalled classbased processing
���� ��� �� ��
� several applications to face recognition
and related problems have been published ���� �� �
�
Typically� these methods rely on the establishment
of a dense correspondence �eld� before any recogni
tion or generalization is attempted� Approaches that
gave up this constraint showed a certain promise ��
�
but could not compete� performancewise� either with
the human subjects� or with the more sophisticated
correspondencebased methods�

In the present work� the employment of a front end
containing Gabor �lters at multiple scales and orienta
tions ��
 served to reduce the need for detailed pixel
bypixel correspondence� and allowed the viewspace
interpolation method ��
 to be utilized to its full po
tential� We conjecture that a further improvement
in the frontend measurement stage� combined with
a more advanced approach to interpolation �which
is currently done by inversedistance weighting�� will
close most of the remaining gap between the system�s
�way discrimination error ���� and the error exhib
ited by human subjects �����
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Figure �� Top error rates obtained for the di�erent values of VP� while holding EX �xed� Bottom results
obtained for the di�erent values of EX� while holding VP �xed�
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Figure 	� Performance of the system in the �way classi�cation task� Left error rate vs� VP� averaged over the
three di�erent values of EX� Right error rate vs� EX� averaged over the �ve di�erent values of VP� The mean
error rate over the �ve viewing positions and the three expressions was ����� Human subjects in a comparable
task exhibited an error rate of about ���� ���
�
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